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In the next C&A
The next issue of Cranes & Access scheduled for mid-July, will have our Annual dealer guide as 

well as features on Telehandlers, Industrial cranes and Industrial access/low level lifts.  
We also will have a full review of the APEX show in Amsterdam. If you have any contributions or 

suggestions, please contact our editorial team.

A successful man is one who makes more money than his wife can spend.  
A successful woman is one who can find such a man.

On the cover:
A visitor at last month’s Vertikal Days  
show getting to grips with the new  
remote controlled two tonne capacity,  
D12 tracked carrier launched  
by JT Cranes.
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 Show-goers paradise!
For those that enjoy going to a trade show - to buy, browse, 

network or exhibit - 2014 has so far been a good year, with more 

to come. In recent months we have had Conexpo in Las Vegas 

and Vertikal Days at Haydock Park in the UK - two totally different 

shows in terms of size, venue, scope and type of event - but 

both successful. Apex later this month (purely access equipment 

rather than everything at Conexpo and cranes, access and telehandlers at Haydock) will be 

different again.

What makes a great show is the right blend of equipment, setting, organisation and above all, 

people - both visitors and exhibitors. Exhibitions provide a focus for new product development 

and new ideas, where a wide range of buyers and users can see and learn about new and 

unusual products, ideas or methods that may benefit their businesses as well as serving as a 

traditional marketplace . 

For exhibitors they also provide a prime opportunity to obtain feedback about new and existing 

products or concepts - the best form of market research - or to find new partners. The exhibition 

environment is unique with the usual workplace distractions eliminated for both buyers and 

sellers. And when the mood is positive - as it has been at the shows we have attended this year 

- visitor and exhibitor minds are open and receptive - the perfect recipe for progress and deal 

making.

So where is all this going? Well in this issue we have a feature on small All Terrain cranes which 

asks the question ‘are there better or more efficient ways to carry out certain lifts?’ The answer 

is yes, with several alternatives already available - the popular telehandler and loader crane for 

example - but new solutions are emerging, such as aluminium truck and trailer cranes, which are 

as far from mainstream as you can get.

This is also applicable for other sectors, with equipment such as spider lifts, tracked mini cranes 

and mobile self-erecting tower cranes still classified as niche or deemed ‘too complicated’ for 

larger rental companies. And as they remain largely unknown to many potential end users they 

stay that way.

I always think of PR and advertising as the way to solve the ‘how can people buy your product 

or idea if they don’t know it exists’ problem. Shows are of course an important ingredient in 

publicising a new product or idea. Whether it then is adopted and becomes mainstream is 

another matter. If the demand exists then hopefully it will eventually drive product development, 

supply and availability.

So when you next visit a show do let manufacturers and suppliers have your thoughts and 

feedback - they are all valid whether you run one machine or a thousand. You never know - you 

may spur on an important new development….

Mark Darwin

Comment and feedback is most welcome via post, email, fax or phone stating  

if we may publish them or not: editor@vertikal.net
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